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Inflation continues to surprise upwards in Brazil and elsewhere

Overview

o Consumer inflation surprised on the upside again. Consumer inflation was up 1.25% in October,
totaling an increase of 10.7% year over year. Last month’s result reflected price pressure from services,
responding to the reopening of activities, and from industrial goods, in the face of supply constraints on a
global scale and the exchange rate depreciation. In wholesale, the IGP-DI recorded an acceleration in
October, explained by industrial commodities and fuel readjustments. Looking ahead, the bias is still
bullish for inflation estimates this year and next.

o Domestic activity continues to slow down. Retail sales dropped 1.1% in September, below market
expectations and driven down by durable goods and fuel. In the same direction, the service sector’s sales
fell 0.6% in the same period. October's coincident indicators, such as vehicle production, continue to point
to more moderate performance in October. Combined with the industrial result released last week, recent
data show an activity slowdown from the third to the fourth quarter.

o Inflation has also accelerated on the international front, leading the market to anticipate the
estimates for U.S. interest rate hikes. U.S. consumer inflation rose in October, with the highest year-on-
year increase since December 1990. The increase was driven by energy, but inflationary pressures have
spread to industrial goods and services. Such a spread in inflation weakens the transitory phenomenon
narrative adopted by the Fed in its statements. Thus, the market made bullish adjustments to the U.S.
interest rate estimates, especially the nearest vertices. The Chinese producer price index, in turn,
registered acceleration in October, with greater pressure coming from commodities, especially energy.

o The global and domestic environment continues to be challenging for the Central Bank of Brazil.
Not only the worsening global environment, with higher interest rates, but also persistent inflation and
slowing activity in Brazil keep the challenges for monetary policy high. The passing of the Court-Ordered
Debts Amendment Proposal in the House of Representatives removed some of the uncertainties regarding
public finances, even though the measure is still pending approval in the Senate. In fact, local asset prices
reacted, with exchange rate appreciation and easing of the interest curves. However, the measure frees up
around BRL 100 billion for additional spending in the 2022 budget, bringing fiscal policy into the
expansionary zone. Thus, the need to slow aggregate demand and thus reduce inflationary pressures adds
pressure to monetary policy.

The week ahead

o With an empty agenda, wholesale prices and the monthly GDP will be the highlights of the
domestic agenda. The release of the IGP-10 should maintain the scenario of price pressure from
commodities and exchange rate depreciation. The IBC-Br, the monthly GDP proxy released by the Brazilian
Central Bank, should reinforce the cooling of activity at the end of the third quarter.

o Internationally, we will have the release of inflation data in the Eurozone and activity indicators in
the U.S. and China. October consumer inflation for the Eurozone will be released on Wednesday and
should reinforce further price pressure, driven by energy, but with elevated core measures. In addition, we
will learn about U.S. retail sales and industrial production, important for the Fed to assess U.S. activity at
upcoming meetings. In China, besides the different activity indicators, we highlight the results of the
housing sector, an important determinant in adjusting the intensity of the economic slowdown.
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Time Country Event
Forecast 

(Bloomberg)

Forecast 

(Depec)

Monday 11/15

10:30 USA Empire State Manufacturing Index (Nov) 20.9

20:50 Japan GDP  (3Q - P)* -0.2% (QoQ)

23:00 China Fixed Assets Investments (Oct)* 6.2%

23:00 China Industrial Production  (Oct)* 10.8% (YoY)

*The indicators will be released on Nov, 14th

Tuesday 11/16

08:00 Brazil FGV: Consumer Price Index (IPC-S) (weekly)

08:00 Brazil FGV: IGP-10  (Nov)

08:25 Brazil BCB: Focus Survey (weekly)

09:00 Brazil BCB: Economic Activity Index (Sep) 0.1% -0,7% (a/a)

15:00 Brazil Secex: Trade Balance (weekly) 

07:00 Eurozone GDP  (3Q - P) 2.2% (QoQ)

11:15 USA Industrial Production  (Oct) 0.8% (MoM)

13:00 Colombia GDP  (3Q) 5.3% (QoQ)

Wednesday 11/17

14:30 Brazil BCB: Currency Flows (weekly)

07:00 Eurozone CPI (Oct - F) 0.8% (MoM)

Thursday 11/18

05:00 Brazil FIPE: Consumer Price Index (weekly) --

08:00 Brazil FGV: IGP-M (2nd preview)

08:30 Chile GDP  (3Q - P)

10:30 USA Fed Philadelphia Outlook (Nov) 22

10:30 USA Initial Jobless Claims - Weekly 260 k

- Peru GDP  (3Q - P)

Friday 11/19

08:00 Brazil FGV: GDP monitor (Sep)

During the week
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2019 2020 2021 2022

GDP growth (%) 1,2 -4,1 5,2 0,8

Consumer inflation - IPCA (%) 4,3 4,5 9,4 4,5

Wholesale inflation - IGP-M (%) 7,3 23,1 18,5 5,0

Selic Rate (%, eop) 4,50 2,00 9,25 10,25

Exchange Rate (BRL/USD, eop) 4,03 5,20 5,50 5,70

Industrial Production (%) -1,1 -4,5 4,6 -1,8

Retail Sales (%) 3,9 -1,4 7,5 2,7

Job Creation (in thousands) 1816 -8373 6796 4566

Unemployment Rate (% of labor force, avg) 11,9 13,5 13,2 12,2

Outstanding Credit Growth (%) 6,5 15,6 13,5 7,5

Trade Balance (USD bn) 26,5 32,4 43,1 64,1

Current Account (USD bn) -65,0 -25,9 -15,8 4,2

Primary Balance (BRL bn) -61,9 -703,0 -28 -102

Gross Debt (% of GDP) 74,4 88,8 81,1 87,7


